Troovo's Intelligent Robotic Process Automation (RPA) revolutionises digital and virtual payments with an invisible, integrated and scalable solution.

www.troovo.com
B2B customers want a single pathway
What is the core problem Troovo is trying to solve?

Despite advances in payment innovation, B2B payments remain a complex spaghetti of disconnected processes.
What does Troovo's solution achieve?

Troovo provides a fully automated solution to connecting B2B payments to the corporate purchasing process.

- Travel distribution systems: amadeus, sabre, travelport
- Ecommerce platforms: serko, woocommerce
- Enterprise systems: microsoft dynamics, sap concur
- Accounting eco-systems: myob, xero
- Virtual robotics
- Seamless processing
- API integration
- Blockchain: bitcoin, ethereum
- Card schemes: diners club international, uatp, visa
- Issuers: airplus, citi, enet, hsbc, wex
- Peer-to-peer: paypay
The Troovo Global Payment Switch

Giving the ability to connect multiple booking channels, payment solutions and workflows

- Travel distribution systems: amadeus, sabre, travelport
- Ecommerce platforms: serko, woocommerce
- Enterprise systems: Microsoft Dynamics, SAP Concur
- Accounting eco-systems: myob, xero
- Blockchain: bitcoin, ethereum
- Card schemes: Diners Club International, UATP, VISA
- Issuers: AirPlus, citi, HSBC, Nexi, payex
- Peer-to-peer: PayPal
Troovo GPS workflow

Take any platform + any payment provider and Troovo brings it all together
What is the size of the prize?

Defining the scale of the market opportunity for Troovo's capability

- **115 billion**: Number of annual wholesale payment transactions projected by 2019
- **$3.97 billion**: Value of Robotic Process Automation by 2022
- **480 million**: Current estimated annual virtual card transactions per year
- **$130 billion**: Investment in emerging payments technologies over the last 5 years
- **$1 trillion**: Projected virtual card spend by 2022
What are the obstacles that Troovo has addressed?

Troovo's solution elegantly resolves a number of key obstacles to a better B2B payment experience:

**OBSTACLE #1** Limited Payment Type Alternatives

**SOLUTION: AGNOSTIC**
Troovo can process domestic bank payments, cross-border payments, virtual cards, credit and pre-paid, peer-to-peer and blockchain-based technologies.

**OBSTACLE #2** Slow Processing Times

**SOLUTION: FAST**
Troovo is faster than transactional batch-based processing. Transactions are completed in real-time, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year.

**OBSTACLE #3** Zero Pricing Transparency

**SOLUTION: LOW COST**
Troovo delivers at a lower cost with scalable, cloud-based process automation and a single transaction fee approach to pricing.

**OBSTACLE #4** Security Risk

**SOLUTION: SECURE**
Troovo uses robotic-only processing within secure networks with a reduced risk of fraud and total accuracy. No human intervention within the entire process removes risks and errors in manual processes.

**OBSTACLE #5** Reliance on Manual Processes

**SOLUTION: ADVANCED RPA**
Troovo works seamlessly with issuers to create virtual payments for their clients using a robotic only rules engine. This rules engine provides for robotic scalability with 100% accuracy and compliance.

**OBSTACLE #6** Lack of Integration

**SOLUTION: INTEGRATED**
Troovo views a transaction as a single end-to-end process of any business procurement type, with an integrated payment functionality and capacity for real-time reconciliation.
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